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Layout of controls

The invisible parts are indicated by a broken line on the layout of controls.

Position number Position number

on the layout on the layout

of controls on page of on page

1 Spacebar 13 13 Paper bail 8

2 Left-hand- and right-hand 14 Left-hand margin stop 11

shift key 13 15 Card holder 16

3 Shift lock 13 16 Line finders 16

4 Ribbon adjuster (two colour 17 Paper support 10

and stencil) 18 18 Platen 16

5 Margin release 13 19 Right-hand margin stop 11

6 Line space lever 14 20 Paper rest 8

7 Ribbon spool 17 21 Paper release 9

8 Ribbon reverse actuators 17 22 Tabulator stops 19

9 Platen knob 16 23 Type-bar locking 7

10 Variable interliner 11 24 Back spacer 13

11 Carriage release 14 25 Tabulator 19

12 Platen release 15
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Although many of you will be acquainted with our “Junior” we never-
theless wish to give you still a few hints in order to familiarize you with

some details.

You will find on page on page

Case bottom 6 carriage release lever 14

Type locking 7 Line-space disengaging

Carriage lock 7 lever 15

Paper table 8 Positioning scales 16

Paper bail 8 Cardholder 16

Paper release lever 9 Ribbon 17

Paper supporting bar 10 Ribbon reverse actuator 17

Marginal stop 11 Ribbon indicator 18

Line-space regulator Tabulator 19

Keyboard 12/13 Maintenance 20

Line-space lever 14



It is of course also possible to

write on “Junior” in semi-

packed condition i.e. by taking
off merely the case-cover. You

may, however, remove as well

the case bottom. All you have

to do is to push the two clamp-

ing levers to the rear and
“Junior” can be lifted off.



The machine remains immovable?

There are good reasons for it as the typewriter is expected “not to take

things into its own hands” as long as you do not wish to write. Remove
the type-bar locking which secures them during the transport, but first take

off the case cover by exerting a slight upward movement. Now push the

small lever on the right, which locks the carriage, forward and “Junior”

is ready for writing.



When inserting the paper

in front of the paper table

raise also the paper bail.



Should the paper not be

aligned properly, make
use of the paper-release

lever. Align the edge of

the paper according to

the positioning scales.

After correction don’t for-

get to push back the pa-

per-release lever.
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The paper supporting bar which

proves to be very useful during
the writing, is shown in the

opposite illustration.



An essential matter!

You attach no doubt much

importance to letters

showing the sign of a
cultivated personality.

This all depends on a

pretty get-up of lines and

spaces. The two margin

stops will help you to de-

termine the beginning and

the end of a writing line,

and the line-space regu-

lator will allow you to

set the desired regular

spaces. The length of the

lines can be controlled by means of the scales engraved on the paper

holder and the margin stop which coincide exactly with each other.
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A short fook still at the keyboard:

Margin release - To type outside either Stops, the margin release key should
be depressed to allow the carriage to pass the stops.

Backspacer — Moves the carriage by 1 space to the right.

Shift key lock - for permanent shift, by lightly depressing the left-hand shift

key, the shiftlock is released.

Shift key - left and right, in case capitals or symbols are to be typed.

The dead key (accent key) should always be struck before the letter, over

which the accent (sign) will be placed.

Ci@icuome
space bar - for spaces between words or single letters.
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And now take courage and set

to work!

Whenever you depress a key

the moves a space to

the left. The end of the writing

Is announced by a warning

signal elght strokes bofore, thon
it Is time to terminate this line.

By actuating the line-space le-
ver the platen will be changed

to the next line and the carria-

ge will be moved to the be-

ginning ef the writing line. The
can be moved to the

left or right by the help of one

of the two - release

lavere,



By drawing forth the line-space disengaging lever you release the locking
of the platen, it can now be turned freely.
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In order to enable you to utilize fully the paper down to the last line,

“Junior” is provided with two devices, the positioning scales and the

cardholder. But this is not the exclusive purpose; the white mark on the

cardholder coincides with the center of each letter. So you can for instance

easily find again the spot where a correction has been made and type the
correct letter.

You can equally draw lines on the paper. — Insert the point of a pencil in

the notch of the right- or left-hand positioning scales, — draw forth the car-

riage release lever — and move the carriage to the left or right to draw
horizontal lines. To draw vertical lines use the line-space disengaging lever
and rotate the platen.



As far as the ribbon is concerned this is a most simple matter. Normally

you have to pay no attention whatsoever to the ribbon because “Junior”

sees to it that the ribbon is automatically transported from one to the other

spool. When changing the ribbon spools remove the cover exerting a light

upward movement. To insert and take out the spools, push the braking lever
outwards. All you need to do now is to insert the new ribbon as shown in

the picture. The two ribbon reverse actuators which simultaneously guide

the ribbon allow you to direct the transport.
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You may also use a two-coloured ribbon, i.e. black/red. Insert the ribbon in

such a way that the black zone is placed upwards. The displacement of the

indicator lever enables you to adjust the ribbon as follows:

Set at the blue mark: you write with the upper half of the ribbon

white mark: the ribbon will be disengaged for stencilling

red mark: the lower half of the ribbon is in use.
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“Junior” is equipped with a special device — the tabulator, which proves
an invaluable help in cases where tables, lists etc. have to be typed neatly

and quickly.

On the back of the carriage you will find a rail, provided with the same

numbered scale as on the paper bail. On this rail 6 tabulator stops are

mounted which can be displaced to either side by depressing the grooved

handles. When setting the tabulator stops the side provided with a red mark

must always coincide with the scale division where the carriage has to be

stopped. Tabulator stops which are not needed and, therefore, are in your
way, may be displaced to the left- or right-hand end position. The TAB-key

being depressed, the carriage moves in accordance with the set stops and
takes the predetermined position.


